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In this paper, a novel method for aerodynamic model identification of a micro-air

vehicle is proposed. The principal contribution is a technique of wind estimation that

provides information about the existing wind during flight when no air-data sensors are

available. The estimation technique employs multi-objective optimization algorithms

that utilize identification errors to propose the wind-speed components that best fit

the dynamic behavior observed. Once the wind speed is estimated, the flight experi-

mentation data are corrected and utilized to perform an identification of the aircraft

model parameters. A multi-objective optimization algorithm is also used, but with the

objective of estimating the aerodynamic stability and control derivatives. Employing

data from different flights offers the possibility of obtaining sets of models that form

the Pareto fronts. Deciding which model best adjusts to the experiments performed

(compromise model) will be the ultimate task of the control engineer.
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Nomenclature

b = aircraft wingspan [m]

CD = drag force coefficient

CDi = polynomial parameters of the drag coefficient model with i = {0, V, α, α2, q, δe}

C l = torque coefficient in the X direction

Cli = polynomial parameters of the X aerodynamic moment coefficient model with i =

{0, β, p, r, δa, δr}

CL = lift force coefficient

CLi = polynomial parameters of the lift coefficient model with i = {0, V, α, α2, α̇, q, δe}

Cm = torque coefficient in the Y direction

Cmi = polynomial parameters of the Y aerodynamic moment coefficient model with i =

{0, V, α, α2, α̇, q, δe}

Cn = torque coefficient in the Z direction

Cni = polynomial parameters of the Z aerodynamic moment coefficient model with i =

{0, β, p, r, δa, δr}

CX = force coefficient in the X direction

CY = force coefficient in the Y direction

CYi = polynomial parameters of the Y aerodynamic force coefficient model with i =

{0, β, p, r, δa, δr}

CZ = force coefficient in the Z direction

c = aircraft wing chord [m]

F = resulting force vector acting on aircraft body [N]

FA = aerodynamic force vector [N]

FG = gravity force vector [N]

FT = motor force vector [N]

F{x,y,z} = {X,Y, Z} components of the resultant force acting on the vehicle and expressed in

the body system of reference {xb, yb, zb} [N]

g = gravitational field intensity [m/s2]

I = aircraft tensor of inertia [kg/m2]

Ip = propeller and rotor set inertia about their rotation axis [kg/m2]

I{x,y,z} = moments of inertia on {xb, yb, zb} axes [kg/m2]
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I{xy,xz,yz} = products of inertia on xb, yb, zb axes [kg/m2]

J i = Cost index for the ith objective

m = aircraft total mass [kg]

M = resulting moment vector acting on aircraft body [N·m]

MA = aerodynamic moment vector [N·m]

MT = motor moment vector [N·m]

M{x,y,z} = {X,Y, Z} components of the resultant moment acting on the vehicle and expressed

in the body system of reference {xb, yb, zb} [N·m]

N = number of samples in a data set

p = aircraft angular X velocity component respect to ground and expressed in body axes

[rad/s]

q = aircraft Y angular velocity component respect to ground and expressed in body axes

[rad/s]

q = dynamic pressure [Pa]

r = aircraft Z angular velocity component respect to ground and expressed in body axes

[rad/s]

S = aircraft aerodynamic surface [m2]

ti = ith time instant. i = 1, 2, ..., N

T = propeller thrust acting in the direction of its rotation axis [N]

u = aircraft X velocity component respect to ground and expressed in body axes [m/s]

uair = aircraft X velocity component respect to air and expressed in body axes [m/s]

V = aircraft velocity vector [m/s]

v = aircraft Y velocity component respect to ground and expressed in body axes [m/s]

vair = aircraft Y velocity component respect to air and expressed in body axes [m/s]

V air = aircraft airspeed [m/s]

V0 = steady state airspeed [m/s]

w = aircraft Z velocity component respect to ground and expressed in body axes [m/s]

wair = aircraft Z velocity component respect to air and expressed in body axes [m/s]

W = wind velocity vector [m/s]

X∗ = unitary scaled value of a variable X

(xb, yb, zb) = aircraft body axes

α = angle of attack [rad]
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β = sideslip angle [rad]

δa = ailerons deflection [rad]

δe = elevators deflection [rad]

δr = rudder deflection [rad]

ζ = wind elevation when expressed in spherical coordinates [rad]

θ = aircraft pitch angle [rad]

µ = multi-objective optimization solution

σ = standard deviation of a data set

φ = aircraft roll angle [rad]

ξ = wind azimuth when expressed in spherical coordinates [rad]

ψ = aircraft yaw angle [rad]

Ωp = propeller and rotor rotating speed [rad/s]

I. Introduction

There is an increasingly popular variety of applications that justify the development of un-

manned aerial vehicles (UAVs) in the civil aviation field. Possible applications include photography

for coastline control and beach erosion tracing, fire detection and control [1], infrastructure inspec-

tion, and measurements for agriculture [2]. In this new aeronautics field, high performance at the

lowest cost is the main objective.

Several steps towards the achievement of this aim have already been taken. Firstly, it was

necessary to reduce the cost and complexity of the aircraft itself. The result was a completely new

generation of small airplanes whose size is the minimum necessary to house propulsion, sensorization,

and control equipment. Secondly, the integrated systems (sensors, actuators, and control units) had

to be powerful enough to control the fast dynamics of these vehicles when completing challenging

missions. The cost of such devices is falling thanks to evolution in computer technology. The cost

of the development phase has now become an important percentage of the total cost. In addition,

hardware integrity is in greater danger during this phase. Therefore, a minimization of the total

number of test hours is desired. Making use of simulation tools and utilizing acquired data as

much as possible can lower development costs and risks. Thus, obtaining a dynamic model that
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tightly adjusts to the real flight behavior of the aircraft is essential for obtaining precise simulation

results and correctly designing control algorithms. The process of going from observed data to a

mathematical model is fundamental in science and engineering. In system theory, this process is

known as system identification and the objective is to obtain dynamic models from observed input

and output signals [3]. In particular, system identification methods have been used for flight-test

evaluations [4–10], control analysis and design [11, 12] and advanced simulation [13–15].

Identifying the aerodynamic model of a low-cost micro-air vehicle (MAV) is a major challenge.

Generally, wind tunnel tests are too expensive to be driven, and experimental flight data has to be

used instead. In addition, this type of aircraft usually has a light body and flies slowly, meaning that

the slightest breeze contributes significantly to overall airspeed. Hence, the information available

from the inertial sensors is insufficient [16–18] for the identification of their aerodynamic model. In

[19–21], different wind estimation techniques are presented. Those works make use of an extended

Kalman filter to fuse inertial information with external sensors, such as pitot tubes or optical flow

sensors. However, due to lack of space and resources air-data sensors may be unavailable or highly

inaccurate in some occasions. Designing control strategies in these cases becomes a hard process,

since there is no trustworthy model.

To improve a situation in which no air-data sensor is available, a two step identification method-

ology based on multi-objective optimization (MO) is presented in this paper. The methodology

makes use of flight data instead of wind tunnel experiments to identify the non-dimensional stabil-

ity and control derivatives of a micro-air vehicle. As the main contribution, our methodology starts

with a wind estimation technique that complements the information collected by the inertial sensors.

This technique takes information from the inertial unit, the global positioning system (GPS) sensor,

and the control inputs to estimate the wind that best fits a given model structure. The quality of

the identified models is consequently improved and no additional air-data sensor is used for that

purpose. Model identification is performed in a second step. The identification technique also relies

on the advantages offered by an MO perspective, enabling the designer to test flight data from

different types of experiments. Thereby, models with acceptable performance in various realistic

flight regimes are obtained.
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Fig. 1: Interconnection between the UAV devices and the flight control system

The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the aircraft and the hardware used in

the experiments along with the dynamic and aerodynamic models. In Section III, the estimation

procedure is presented and developed. Section IV provides a step-by-step explanation of how to

obtain the final parameters of the aerodynamic models once the data has been corrected. The results

are divided in two sections. Section V presents simulation results that verify the validity of the wind

estimation technique. Section VI presents results for both the estimation and identification tasks.

Section VII presents the final conclusions.

II. UAV Testbench

A. Flight System

The main component of the UAV flight system is a Kadett 2400 aircraft manufactured by

Graupner. The aircraft has a very lightweight frame and characteristics that make it suitable for

the purposes of this research. These characteristics include a 2.4 m wing span, 0.9 m2 of wing surface,

48.07 N/m2 wing loading, and 1.65× 10−2 m3 of available volume to house control hardware.

Figure 1 illustrates interconnection between the UAV devices and the flight control system.

The aircraft houses all the devices necessary for manual, as well as automatic, control. During
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Table 1: IG500N unit characteristics

Sensor Characteristic Value

Unit attitude

Static accuracy (Pitch) ±0.5 deg

Static accuracy (Roll) ±0.5 deg

Static accuracy (Heading) ±1.0 deg

Dynamic accuracy ±1.0 deg rms

Accelerometers

Non-linearity < 0.2 % of full scale

Bias stability ±5 mg

Gyroscopes

Non-linearity < 0.1 % of full scale

Bias stability ±0.5 deg/s

Magnetometers

Non-linearity < 0.2 % of full scale

Bias stability ±0.5 mG

GPS Receiver

Horizontal accuracy 2.0 m

Vertical accuracy 5.0 m

normal flight, the tail rudder, elevators, and ailerons serve as the control surfaces. Propulsion

is provided by a brushless alternating current engine supplied by two lithium-ion polymer (LiPo)

batteries through a frequency variator. The variator and the servomotors are controlled by pulse

width modulated (PWM) command signals. The servo switch controller (SSC) switches between

manual and autonomous flight modes. It also enables data acquisition and the application of control

surface deflections and motor torque changes.

The flight control station (FCS), housed in a PC-104, hosts the control algorithms. The control

loop is closed by a IG500N unit from SBG Systems, that integrates a wide range of sensors, including

the accelerometers, gyroscopes, and magnetometers. A Kalman filter fuses the sensor information
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to estimate the position, orientation, linear and angular speed, and acceleration. Table 1 provides

manufacturer’s accuracy data for the IG500N unit. This same platform was presented in [22–25]

together with the results of the first flight tests.

B. Aircraft Dynamic Model

As stated in [26], the aircraft dynamic model is given by the force equations,

u̇ = rv − qw +
qS

m
CX(δ[e,a,r])− g sin θ +

T

m

v̇ = pw − ru+
qS

m
CY (δ[e,a,r]) + g cos θ sinφ (1)

ẇ = qu− pv +
qS

m
CZ(δ[e,a,r]) + g cos θ cosφ

, torque equations,

ṗ− Ixz
Ix
ṙ =

qSb

Ix
Cl(δ[e,a,r])−

Iz − Iy
Ix

qr +
Ixz
Ix
qp

q̇ =
qSc

Iy
Cm(δ[e,a,r])−

Ix − Iz
Iy

pr − Ixz
Iy

(p2 − r2) + IpΩpr (2)

ṙ − Ixz
Iz
ṗ =

qSb

Iz
Cn(δ[e,a,r])−

Iy − Ix
Iz

pq − Ixz
Iz
qr − IpΩpq

and kinematic equations,

φ̇ = p+ tan θ(q sinφ+ r cosφ)

θ̇ = q cosφ− r sinφ (3)

ψ̇ =
q sinφ+ r cosφ

cos θ

In Eq. 1, Eq. 2 and Eq. 3 g is the gravitational field intensity near the Earth’s surface, and m is

the total mass of the system. Given the body reference frame XbYbZb illustrated in Fig. 2, (u, v, w)

are the components of the translational velocity, (p, q, r) the components of the angular velocity,

(Ix, Iy, Iz) are the moments of inertia, and Ixz is a product of inertia. The products of inertia Ixy

and Iyz, related to the longitudinal plane (Yb = 0), are both null because of the aircraft’s symmetry
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with respect to this plane. Ip is the rotating inertia of the tandem motor and propeller, Ωp is its

rotating speed, and T is the motor thrust. S, b and c are the the Kadett 2400 aerodynamic surfaces,

wingspan, and wing chord respectively, and q is the dynamic pressure, which is a function of the

air density and airspeed relative to the local wind. The aerodynamic coefficients (AC) CX , CY ,

CZ , Cl, Cm, and Cn, are functions of the system variables. In particular, the δ symbol in brackets

represents its dependency on the deflections of the control surfaces (δe, δa and δr are the elevators,

ailerons, and rudder deflections respectively). The aerodynamic coefficients will be presented in

further detail in Section IIC. Finally, the aircraft orientation is represented by the Euler angles of

roll φ, pitch θ, and yaw ψ.

C. Aircraft Aerodynamic Model

In Klein and Morelli [26], detailed information on the aerodynamic coefficients is provided.

Firstly, if we assume a scenario in which the aircraft is in steady flight, and only performs short

manoeuvres that begin from this state, we can truncate the Taylor series expansion and retain only

the first or second-order terms. Furthermore, under the assumption of small perturbations, and

based on the symmetry of the vehicle, it can be assumed that: 1) the symmetrical (longitudinal)

variables u, w and q do not affect asymmetrical (lateral) force and torques; and similarly, 2) asym-

metric (lateral) variables v, p and r do not affect the symmetrical (longitudinal) forces and torque.

The aerodynamic coefficients are given by the longitudinal aerodynamic models,

CD =CD0
+ CDVair

1

V0
∆Vair + CDα∆α+ CDα2 ∆α2 + CDq

c

2V0
q + CDδe∆δe

CL =CL0 + CLVair
1

V0
∆Vair + CLα∆α+ CLα2 ∆α2 + CLα̇

c

2V0
α̇+ CLq

c

2V0
q + CLδe∆δe (4)

Cm =Cm0
+ CmVair

1

V0
∆Vair + Cmα∆α+ Cmα2 ∆α2 + Cmα̇

c

2V0
α̇+ Cmq

c

2V0
q + Cmδe∆δe

and the lateral aerodynamic models,

CY =CY0
+ CYβ∆β + CYp

b

2V0
p+ CYr

b

2V0
r + CYδa∆δa + CYδr∆δr

Cl =Cl0 + Clβ∆β + Clp
b

2V0
p+ Clr

b

2V0
r + Clδa∆δa + Clδr∆δr (5)

Cn =Cn0
+ Cnβ∆β + Cnp

b

2V0
p+ Cnr

b

2V0
r + Cnδa∆δa + Cnδr∆δr
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Fig. 2: Aircraft body axes, aircraft wind axes, and wind relative velocity

where α and β are the angle of attack and of sideslip, respectively, and Vair is the airspeed (see Fig.

2). In particular, V0 is airspeed measured at the steady state of flight, before a manoeuvre begins.

These variables are velocity dependent and calculated as:

α = arctan

(
wair
uair

)
; and β = arcsin

(
vair
Vair

)
; (6)

where Vair = |Vair|. As denoted in Fig. 2, uair, vair and wair are the three components of

the aircraft velocity with respect to air. Under zero-wind conditions (uair, vair, wair) = (u, v, w).

Finally, CL and CD are the lift and drag coefficients and their relation to CX and CZ is:

CL = −CZ cosα+ CX sinα; and CD = −CX cosα− CZ sinα; (7)

Thus, the aerodynamic model identification is based on extracting the constants of the polynomials

of Eq. (4) and (5) from the flight data and by means of the dynamic model. Those constants are

called non-dimensional stability and control derivatives.
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III. Wind Estimation Technique

A. Methodology Outline

MAVs are generally unable to carry precise airspeed sensors that provide three-dimensional data

needed for correct identification of the aerodynamic model. In the case of the platform presented

in this paper, a GPS and an inertial-magnetic unit (IMU) supply a reasonably good estimate of the

velocities relative to the Earth’s surface, but do not provide information about the velocities relative

to air. To improve the identified stability and control derivatives, a wind estimation methodology is

incorporated into the procedure of parameter identification. The estimation methodology is based

on the fact that, for small airplanes, which fly at relatively low airspeeds, the smallest breeze may

be a large percentage of the total airspeed value, thus introducing a large error if not taken into

account. Hence, assuming the model structure is well defined, an optimization problem can be

posed in which a three-component solution (wind) is searched to minimize the error of a particular

aerodynamic coefficient model.

It will be shown in the following sections that longitudinal or lateral experiments can be used

to obtain all the coefficient models. This means that a total number of three models per experiment

can be derived. Therefore, the aforementioned optimization becomes a particular multi-objective

optimization problem in which a unique solution should be obtained if the actual wind is found. In

practice, a cloud of solutions close to the real wind will be obtained by the optimizer.

B. Multi-objective Optimization

In engineering problems, it is a common issue to deal with situations that require the opti-

mization of multiple objectives that include physical constraints, operational constraints, and non-

linearities. Due to this fact, addressing these problems from the standpoint of classical optimization

is insufficient [27]. The multi-objective optimization problem (MOP) can be stated as:

min
µ∈R

J(µ) = [J1(µ), J2(µ), . . . , Jm(µ)] (8)

where µ is the solution that minimizes the m cost functions Ji at the same time. Generally, it

will not be possible to find a solution that satisfies all requirements at once, so the optimizer will
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Fig. 3: Multi-objective Optimization Design (MOOD) [29]

have to provide the set of solutions that are not improved by any other set in all the objectives

simultaneously. That set of solutions is known as the Pareto set Θ∗, and their values in the objective

space create the Pareto front J∗p .

Definition 1. (Pareto optimality [28]): An objective vector J(µ1) is Pareto optimal if there is

no other objective vector J(µ2) such that Ji(µ2) ≤ Ji(µ1) for all i ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,m] and Jj(µ2) < Jj(µ1)

for at least one j, j ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,m].

Definition 2. (Strict Dominance [28]): An objective vector J(µ1) is dominated by another

objective vector J(µ2) if Ji(µ2) < Ji(µ1) for all i ∈ [1, 2, . . . ,m].

Definition 3. (Dominance [28]): An objective vector J(µ1) dominates another vector J(µ2)

if J(µ1) is not worse than J(µ2) in all objectives and is better in at least one objective; that is

J(µ1) ≺ J(µ2)

Figure 3 illustrates how MO is employed as a design methodology. Three stages comprise the

procedure: MOP definition; a multi-objective optimization process; and decision making [30]. The

technique must be viewed as a holistic process in which equal importance is assigned to each stage

so that the design process is successfully driven [31]. Hence, objective and decision spaces and their

constraints must be well defined in the MOP definition stage so that the correct problem is optimized

in the optimization process. Finally, a deep analysis should be carried out (once an approximation
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to the Pareto front is available) to detect the most convenient solution in the decision making stage.

This same topology is followed in the wind estimation process.

1. MOP Definition

An aircraft is a complex system with multiple control inputs that simultaneously excite multiple

state variables. As already mentioned, the aerodynamic coefficients depend on the inputs and state

variables. If an experiment is performed in which a longitudinal input is altered by collecting

the longitudinal variable values then any coefficient of this type can be modeled. Thus, elevator

deflection and motor thrust variations (which generate changes in the longitudinal variables) can

be used to model any longitudinal coefficient and, in the same way, ailerons and rudder deflections

can be used to model lateral coefficients. Experiments in which elevators or motors are moved from

their setpoints will be denoted as longitudinal experiments, and similarly, experiments in which the

tail rudder or ailerons are moved from their setpoints will be denoted as lateral experiments.

For the purpose of the wind estimation problem as proposed here, the methodology is reinforced

by the fact that at least three models can be extracted from the same data set. Indeed, if the correct

wind is estimated, estimation errors for all coefficient models will decrease simultaneously. From

a different standpoint, if a solution in the wind components that minimizes the error of the three

coefficient models at the same time is found, it is probable that this solution is the actual wind

experienced during the flight experiment.

Short time experiments are performed and utilized in the wind estimation and identification

process. Test duration is an important question because it directly affects the wind estimation pro-

cess. Bidirectional input-step experiments were made with the minimum time required so that the

assumption of constant wind remains reasonable. Three constant wind components are then used as

an approximation of the wind along each experiment. Three objectives are defined, one per aerody-

namic coefficient model. If the MSE is used as the performance index of the identification process,

three cost functions can be defined for each experiment. The three longitudinal cost functions are:
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J1(W) =
1

N

N∑
h=1

[
CD(th,W, · · · )− ĈD(th,W, · · · )

]2
J2(W) =

1

N

N∑
h=1

[
CL(th,W, · · · )− ĈL(th,W, · · · )

]2
(9)

J3(W) =
1

N

N∑
h=1

[
Cm(th,W, · · · )− Ĉm(th,W, · · · )

]2
Similarly, the lateral cost functions are:

J1(W) =
1

N

N∑
h=1

[
CY (th,W, · · · )− ĈY (th,W, · · · )

]2
J2(W) =

1

N

N∑
h=1

[
Cl(th,W, · · · )− Ĉl(th,W, · · · )

]2
(10)

J3(W) =
1

N

N∑
h=1

[
Cn(th,W, · · · )− Ĉn(th,W, · · · )

]2
In Eq. 9 and Eq. 10 ĈD, ĈL, Ĉm, ĈY , Ĉl, and Ĉn are the values that the identified coefficient

models provide for CD, CL, Cm, CY , Cl, and Cn, respectively. These cost functions constitute

the objective space while the three possible wind components define the decision space. In this

paper, the wind speed is expressed in spherical coordinates with the vector magnitude |W| as the

radius, and the two rotation angles, elevation, denoted by ζ, and azimuth, denoted by ξ; giving the

triple W = (|W|, ζ, ξ). With the aim of unequivocally defining the decision space, the radius, the

elevation, and the azimuth should be enclosed into three intervals consistent with the cost functions

domain. The space definition of this interval in this paper is:

D(J) = {(|W|, ζ, ξ) : |W| ∈ [0,+∞[ , ζ ∈ [−π/2, π/2] , ξ ∈ [0, 2π[} (11)

Finally, constraints may be included in the objectives, as well as in the decision variables. In this

work, constraints have been introduced only in the decision space in order to narrow the space of

possible solutions. Such a narrowing has been performed based on knowledge about the maximum

magnitude of the wind speed during the day of the flight experiments.
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2. Multi-objective Optimization Process

Extensive literature exists about how multi-objective optimization problems can be solved.

Some of the classical strategies to approximate the Pareto set include: normal constraint method

[32, 33], normal boundary intersection (NBI) method [34], epsilon constraint techniques [28] and

physical programming [35]. Multi-objective evolutionary algorithms (MOEA) have been used to

approximate a Pareto set [36], due to their flexibility when evolving an entire population towards

the Pareto front. A comprehensive review of the early stages of MOEAs is contained in [37]. There

are several popular evolutionary and nature-inspired techniques used by MOEAs. The most popular

techniques include genetic algorithms (GA) [38, 39], particle swarm optimization (PSO) [40, 41],

and differential evolution (DE) [42–44]. Nevertheless, evolutionary techniques such as artificial

bee colony (ABC) [45] or ant colony optimization (ACO) [46] algorithms are becoming popular.

No evolutionary technique is better than the others, since all have drawbacks and advantages.

These evolutionary/nature-inspired techniques require mechanisms to deal with evolutionary multi-

objective optimization (EMO) since they were originally used for single-objective optimization.

While the dominance criterion (definition 3) could be used to evolve the population towards a

Pareto front, it could be insufficient to achieve a minimum degree of satisfaction in other desirable

characteristics for a MOEA (diversity, for instance)[47].

The authors of this paper have taken part in the development of a MOEA called the spMODE

algorithm [48, 49]. It is a heuristic algorithm that makes use of the convergence properties of

evolution to approximate the Pareto front. It uses physical programming to incorporate the de-

signer’s preferences, size control of the approximated Pareto front, as well as spherical pruning to

improve spreading. Hence it is a MOEA with mechanisms to improve and deal with diversity, per-

tinency, many-objective optimization instances, and constrained optimization instances. Although

spMODE has been chosen to solve this MOP, any other multi-objective optimizer could be used for

this purpose.

Since an evolution algorithm is used, multiple wind candidates are proposed in each generation

by the optimizer and all are then evaluated. Figure 4 illustrates the routine followed by the optimizer.

Starting from a given wind-speed, the airspeed denoted by Vair is calculated as:
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Vair = VGPS −W (12)

where VGPS denotes the aircraft velocity relative to the Earth’s surface. Note that q is dependent

on Vair. Once the aircraft velocity relative to air is available, the airspeed dependent variables on

the right side of the aircraft aerodynamic model (in Eqs. (4) and (5)) can be obtained. Furthermore,

as the aerodynamic coefficients cannot be measured directly, dynamic expressions must be used for

the purpose of estimating their values. These relationships are given by [26]:

CX =
1

qS
(max − T )

CY =
may
qS

CZ =
maz
qS

Cl =
1

qSb
[Ixṗ− Ixz (pq + ṙ) + (Iz − Iy) qr] (13)

Cm =
1

qSc

[
Iy q̇ + (Ix − Iz) pr + Ixz

(
p2 − r2

)
− IpΩpr

]
Cn =

1

qSb
[Iz ṙ − Ixz (ṗ− qr) + (Iy − Ix) pq + IpΩpq]

Note that q is present in each realtionship of Eq.(13). This means that the aerodynamic coefficients

are directly dependent on airspeed and thus, on the wind during data recollection. Due to this

fact, recalculation of the aerodynamic coefficients is carried out in each evaluation performed by the

MOEA.

The next step is the cost calculation. After calculating the airspeed dependent variables, the

aerodynamic coefficients and the regressors are scaled according to their standard deviations. The

scaling expression is:

X∗ =
X −X0√
Nσ(X)

(14)

where X represents any of those airspeed dependent variables, X∗ is its value after being scaled

by applying Eq. (14), and N and σ(X) are the number of samples and the standard deviation of
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X during the experiment, respectively. This strategy is often followed in regression analysis of a

multivariate distribution to overcome the problem of variances of the residuals changing at different

input variable values [50]. Since we are recalculating the estimated variables Ci at each iteration and

they are directly proportional to V −2
air (given that q = 1/2ρV 2

air), this scaling makes the estimation

error independent of the velocity’s magnitude. After scaling, the least-squares method is applied to

obtain three longitudinal auxiliary models,

C∗D =CDV ∗V
∗ + CDα∗α

∗ + CD(α2)∗
(α2)∗ + CDq∗ q

∗ + CDδ∗e δ
∗
e

C∗L =CLV ∗V
∗ + CLα∗α

∗ + CL(α2)∗
(α2)∗ + CLα̇∗ α̇

∗ + CLq∗ q
∗ + CLδ∗e δ

∗
e

(15)

C∗m =CmV ∗V
∗ + Cmα∗α

∗ + Cm(α2)∗
(α2)∗ + Cmα̇∗ α̇

∗ + Cmq∗ q
∗ + Cmδ∗e δ

∗
e

or three lateral auxiliary models

C∗Y =CYβ∗β
∗ + CYp∗p

∗ + CYr∗ r
∗ + CYδ∗a δ

∗
a + CYδ∗r δ

∗
r

C∗l =Clβ∗β
∗ + Clp∗p

∗ + Clr∗ r
∗ + Clδ∗a δ

∗
a + Clδ∗r δ

∗
r

(16)

C∗n =Cnβ∗β
∗ + Cnp∗p

∗ + Cnr∗ r
∗ + Cnδ∗a δ

∗
a + Cnδ∗r δ

∗
r

Note that these models are utilized to acquire a value of the fitting goodness and do not represent

the actual behavior of the aerodynamic coefficients. Identifying the real models is accomplished

after estimating the wind and correcting the experimental data.

Once these auxiliary models are available, the MSE is computed and with it, the value of three

cost functions. Finally, if the currently evaluated wind is a non-dominated solution, it is added as

part of the Pareto front approximation. Otherwise, it is discarded as a solution, though used as

valuable information in the evolution process (see Fig. 4).

3. Decision Making Stage

A unique wind must be chosen. Acknowledging that this technique is not being used for design

but for estimating, a best solution does exist that is factually and independent of the designer’s

preferences. The question is, does the estimate accurately represent the wind? To address that key
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Fig. 4: Wind estimation process
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question, the following two-step validation process is proposed:

1. Firstly, a 3D representation of the whole set of wind vectors (set of solutions given by the

optimizer) is obtained. If that set is concentrated around a given point, then this is likely

a good estimation of the wind speed. On the contrary, if the set of solutions is scattered or

concentrated at multiple points, then there is not a unique global minimum and, therefore,

the estimation process was unsuccessful.

2. Secondly, if the first step led to the conclusion of a successful estimation, this fact may still

be refuted or confirmed with a set of validation data. The way to proceed is:

(a) Perform a least-squares identification with two sets of data. This will result in two models

for each of the aerodynamic coefficients. Note that the estimated wind is not yet used.

(b) Perform a cross validation for each of the models obtained in 2a. This is, taking a model

identified with set 1, compute its MSE for set 2 and vice versa.

(c) Correct each set of data with the estimated wind, recalculating airspeed and all airspeed

dependent variables accordingly.

(d) As in 2a, use the least-squares method to identify the aerodynamic coefficient models

that best fit each set of treated data. Note that unlike step 2a, this time the estimated

wind has been used to correct the data.

(e) Perform a cross validation of the models identified in 2d, to obtain their fitting errors. If

validation errors are now smaller than the ones obtained in step 2b, then the wind speeds

were successfully estimated. Otherwise, the minimums found by the algorithm are not

the wind speeds acting during the experiments.

IV. Aerodynamic Model Identification

A methodology based on least-squares is commonly used for modeling aerodynamic coefficients.

When multiple inputs excite the variables of one model, considerations such as coordination, corre-

lation, and relative effectiveness appear. In [51] the authors give detailed information about how to

design experiments for aerodynamic model identification with multiple inputs involved. Optimally
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designed time-skewed doublet inputs seem to be a good option in these cases. However, conducting

optimal experiments becomes impossible for a pilot controlling the aircraft from earth, as in the case

of MAVs. A problem of experiment effectiveness appears because when time-skewed doublet inputs

are used, the duration of each experiment determines its weight in the optimization process. For

this reason, a multi-objective optimization is proposed here for the aerodynamic model identifica-

tion of an MAV. Multi-objective techniques applied to model identification have achieved very good

results in many cases, as shown in [52–54]. When the optimization problem turns out to be non-

convex, there exist solutions in the Pareto set that remain unreachable for a weighted-sum method.

Figure 5 shows a non-convex Pareto front and how the straight lines resulting from the different

combination of objectives weights are unable to reach part of the Pareto front. Thus, optimizing

objectives separately present a great advantage when non-convex problems must be solved. Several

additional advantages derive from an MO perspective applied to this particular problem. Firstly,

the weights of each type of experiment can be determined a posteriori. Secondly, flight conditions

do not depend on the previous experiment. Thirdly, metrics other than mean squared error (MSE)

can be used in the optimization. And lastly, the duration of the experiments is reduced. The latter

favors our wind estimation process because the constant wind assumption weakens as the durations

of the experiments increase.

Thus, the second part of this work is the estimation of the aerodynamic model that describes

how the MAV reacts to changes in control inputs. As mentioned, an accurate MAV model cannot

be obtained without taking wind disturbances into account. For that purpose a process of wind

estimation was detailed in the previous section and now an aerodynamic model identification that

makes use of the wind information is needed. Once information about the estimated wind acting

during tests is available, variables affected by the relative airspeed may be corrected. The relative

velocity vector is computed in first place, and then the angle of attack α and the sideslip angle β

are estimated by means of Eq. (6).

As stated, longitudinal and lateral experiments, independently excite different sets of aerody-

namic coefficients. Four different experiments can be performed to excite the longitudinal and lateral

aerodynamic coefficients. Elevator deflections and motor thrust variations, generate changes in the
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Fig. 5: Pareto front approximation by weighted-sum technique

longitudinal variables and, aileron and rudder deflections generate changes in the lateral variables.

Therefore, longitudinal and lateral coefficient models can be identified from different type of experi-

ments. As an example, if a CD model is obtained by optimizing an elevator deflection test, the model

performance on motor experiment data will decrease, and vice versa. So, an identification process

that takes both experiments into account simultaneously is a bi-objective optimization problem.

Figure 6 has been included to illustrate the bi-objective optimization concept. If the MSE is

again used as the performance index of the identification process, two cost functions can be defined

for each aerodynamic coefficient. The two cost functions used for obtaining any of the longitudinal

models are:

J1 =
1

Nelevator

Nelevator∑
i=1

[
Cj(ti)− Ĉj(ti)

]2
∀j ∈ {D,L,m} (17)

J2 =
1

Nmotor

Nmotor∑
i=1

[
Cj(ti)− Ĉj(ti)

]2
∀j ∈ {D,L,m} (18)

where Ĉj(ti) is the model approximation of the Cj value at the instant ti and Nelevator and Nmotor

are the number of samples of each type of experiment. Similar cost functions can be defined for the

three lateral models.
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Fig. 6: Bi-objective optimization identification concept
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Then, if Cl is to be modeled using aileron and rudder experiments, the identification problem

from this MO point of view should be stated as

min
µ∈R6

(
1

Nailerons

Nailerons∑
i=1

[
Cl(ti)− Ĉl(ti, µ)

]2
,

1

Nrudder

Nrudder∑
i=1

[
Cl(ti)− Ĉl(ti, µ)

]2)
(19)

where µ =
[
Cl0 , Clβ , Clp , Clr , Clδa , Clδr

]
. A total of six full optimization processes are required

to obtain the complete set of solutions for the aerodynamic model. A decision making stage will

complete the methodology. In that stage, exhaustive analysis of the aircraft behavior in the different

tests must be made to determine the best approximation for each coefficient model.

V. Simulation Results

In [25] an initial approach on the identification of the Kadett 2400 aircraft model was performed.

A MOOD strategy was also employed to achieve the aerodynamic stability and control derivatives.

However, no wind estimation was made for compensating the sampled data. That work represents

our starting point for this paper. Particularly, the models obtained in [25] are employed here to

perform the simulations.

A simulation environment has been created as a validation tool in which the aircraft model

can be subjected to different winds. Those winds are always known by the user, but the measured

variables are GPS-like, in the sense that they refer to the Earth’s surface and not to the air. In this

way, if the estimated wind is similar to the one subjected to the model, it may be concluded that

the technique successfully reached its objective. The spMODE algorithm is being employed. The

decision space has been set as indicated in Eq. (11) but with the particularity of a maximum wind

magnitude of 20 m/s. Different wind directions have been tested with similar results.

A. Constant Wind Simulations

In this first simulation, longitudinal and lateral experiments were conducted in which actuators

were used independently to excite the system. A constant wind of 5 m/s with an elevation of

−20 ◦ and a direction from North to South (i.e. 180 ◦) was incorporated as the true wind. After

the optimizer has completed the maximum number of generations it provides a set of solutions
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in approximation to the Pareto set (Θ∗). Table 2 shows some values extracted from the set of

solutions. First column in Table 2 gives the mean average of the set of solutions obtained for each

experiment. It is a three-component vector that represents the wind vector W = (|W|, ζ, ξ) where

|W| is expressed in m/s and ζ and ξ are expressed in rad. Values in the second column express the

standard deviations of the whole set. The third and fourth columns give the absolute and relative

errors of each component of the wind estimate.

Table 2: Simulation results for constant wind

Test type W mean
W standard
deviation

W absolute
error

W relative
error m/s

rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  %
%
%



Elevators test


4.998988

−0.353133

3.141773




0.004948

0.000690

0.002964




0.001012

0.004067

0.000181




0.020242

1.165153

0.005754



Motor test


4.947027

−0.358709

3.140767




0.031492

0.024524

0.012347




0.052973

0.009643

0.000826




1.059466

2.762445

0.026283



Ailerons test


4.997899

−0.349612

3.140767




0.007045

0.002230

0.000613




0.002101

0.000546

0.000826




0.042013

0.156511

0.026277



Rudder test


5.005375

−0.351246

3.142247




0.001417

0.000841

0.000307




0.005375

0.002181

0.000654




0.107498

0.624692

0.020826



It can be seen that the estimation process converges to the actual wind with little error. It is

interesting to see how, even for a constant wind and a known structure of the model, that estimated

winds are not unique but a cloud of points very close to the real one. Two reasons may lead to

this situation. First, the optimization problem has not been fully converged to the optimum value.

Second, there are other (very similar) winds that explain discrepancies in the identification process

as well as the real one. An observability issue can explain these discrepancies. This issue is fully
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dependent on the type of experiment used for the estimation. As an example, in an elevator test in

which the aircraft does not change yaw orientation, the optimizer does not observe how the wind

azimuth affects the identification errors. As a result, there will be a whole set of winds with different

azimuth angles explaining, as well as the real one, those identification errors in the aerodynamic

coefficients. As will be later seen, this situation leads to a poor estimation of the wind in more

realistic simulations in the case of longitudinal models.

B. Variable Wind Simulations

A second set of simulations were conducted in which the wind was modeled as a sinusoidal signal

of
[
5 + sin( 2π

10 t)
]
m/s, with a band limited white noise added to the azimuth and elevation angles.

The nominal elevation ζ was again −20 ◦ while two different azimuth angles ξ were simulated: 180 ◦

and 270 ◦. In this case, a cloud of solutions around the nominal wind was expected, since there was

no constant wind during the experiments.

Table 3 shows results for the north wind direction and Table 4 shows results for the east wind.

Both tables include the same type of values shown in Table 2 but with different results. First,

although the estimation errors were higher, the procedure is capable of estimating the simulated

wind when lateral experiments were carried out. It is interesting to see how the error in the rudder

test is higher than that observed in the ailerons test. This can also be explained by the variance

in observability depending on the type of experiment. When a deflection in the ailerons is applied,

the aircraft orientation relative to the wind vector covers a sufficiently wide range of values. On

the contrary, when deflections are applied to the tail rudder, it is mostly the heading angle that

changes, leading to a less observable experiment in terms of wind. Following the same reasoning,

the first two rows of Table 3 and Table 4 represent the set of solutions proposed by the algorithm

when the longitudinal tests are used in the procedure. The longitudinal experiments do not lead

to a good estimation of the wind for any of the tested wind directions. Not only were the errors

in the estimation higher, but the standard deviation of each set of solutions was also wider. To

support this statement Fig. 7 has been included. As the graph shows, the real wind is among

the cloud of solutions obtained by the MOEA: however, the cloud is so spread out that a reliable
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wind estimation cannot be extracted. Again, this means that there is a whole set of winds with

explaining, as well as the real one, those identification errors in the aerodynamic coefficients. By

comparing Table 3 and Table 4 we can see that similar results were obtained for different wind

azimuth angles. Hence, we can conclude that the longitudinal models suffer an observability issue

in terms of wind estimation. This issue is also present in the rudder experiments but to a lesser

degree. Therefore, the longitudinal experiments carried out here are inadequate for wind estimation

purposes.

Table 3: Simulation results for variable wind

Test type W mean
W standard
deviation

W absolute
error

W relative
error m/s

rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  %
%
%



Elevators test


7.966485

−0.06888

3.406746




2.96925

0.300134

1.105017




2.966485

0.280186

0.265153




59.329696

80.267362

8.440095



Motor test


17.247653

−0.554826

2.807634




3.462794

0.663819

2.150964




12.247653

0.20576

0.333959




244.953066

58.945868

10.630239



Ailerons test


5.268963

−0.347613

3.038388




0.011684

0.002634

0.022588




0.268963

0.001453

0.103204




5.379259

0.416195

3.285098



Rudder test


5.521515

−0.296587

2.720627




0.033722

0.008135

0.021629




0.521515

0.052479

0.420966




10.430297

15.034222

13.399754


Multiple

actuators test


5.106339

−0.393798

2.973994




0.025308

0.00435

0.010241




0.106339

0.044732

0.167599




2.126776

12.814694

5.334845



The implementation of experiments in which different actuators are excited simultaneously is

proposed as a possible solution. Such a test could be used for wind estimation as well as for the
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Table 4: Simulation results for variable wind

Test type W mean
W standard
deviation

W absolute
error

W relative
error m/s

rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  %
%
%



Elevators test


4.344096

−0.521659

4.314185




1.408924

0.395895

1.187131




0.655904

0.172594

0.398204




13.118077

49.444434

8.450145



Motor test


11.157674

−0.07673

3.53739




4.040244

0.350458

2.706765




6.157674

0.272336

1.174999




123.153488

78.018598

24.934243



Ailerons test


5.129344

−0.446838

4.461761




0.030426

0.005952

0.002271




0.129344

0.097773

0.250628




2.586887

28.009761

5.318495



Rudder test


4.74749

−0.304223

3.917106




0.83811

0.075543

0.110649




0.25251

0.044843

0.795283




5.050198

12.846522

16.87643


Multiple

actuators test


5.08521

−0.275279

4.438785




0.065749

0.007701

0.005862




0.08521

0.073787

0.273604




1.704192

21.138398

5.806064



adjustment of all the stability and control derivatives. As a proof of concept, this type of test has

been performed in simulation.

Figure 8 illustrates how the elevators, ailerons, and rudder are used during the experiment.

Although this approach for applying input steps is not common, it is necessary due to time require-

ments. Time-skewed doublets could also be used here, but the authors want to highlight that the

assumption of constant wind weakens as the duration of the experiments increase. In both cases, if

the wind estimation is successful, it will be possible to use this information to correct the aerody-

namic variables from the data and then accomplish an identification of both lateral and longitudinal

models. The last row in Table 3 and Table 4 shows the wind estimation obtained for the same wind
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Fig. 7: Wind estimation results from simulation of elevators experiment with

fluctuating wind

conditions as the previous cases. As can be observed, the wind estimation is accurately achieved

this time.

Finally, Fig. 9 and Fig. 10 show the model identification results after the wind correction.

When performing a simulation, models were already being used for each aerodynamic coefficient.

Therefore, a distinction can be made between the actual value of the aerodynamic coefficient mea-

sured during simulation (continuous line) and the value obtained for each aerodynamic coefficient

by taking the corrected regressors and using the simulation model to make a calculation (dashed

line). The reader should note that these two values are only equal if the wind is correctly estimated

and hence the regressors are perfectly corrected. The third variable depicted in Fig. 9 and Fig. 10
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Fig. 8: Simulated experiment of multiple actuators

is the value of the coefficient that the newly identified model proposes with the corrected regressors

(dotted line). It can be seen that all three are nearly superimposed, meaning a successful wind

estimation and adjustment of the model parameters. Results show that both objectives can be

accomplished simultaneously with this type of experiment.

VI. Experimental Results

A. Flight Tests

An aircraft which is maintaining constant heading and altitude, at a constant speed and with

level wings (zero roll angle), is considered to be in steady flight. In the absence of disturbances, the

pilot does not need to make any corrections to maintain this steady state.

To obtain data that can be employed in adjusting the aerodynamic parameters, step-input

experiments have been performed. Thus, starting always from a steady-state flight such as the

one described in the previous paragraph, each system input was manipulated separately and, after

manipulation, the aircraft was left to evolve naturally, until the pilot deemed it appropriate to recover

the aircraft. Each experiment was performed twice to obtain different data sets for identification
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Fig. 9: Estimated lateral aerodynamic coefficients with simulation of multiple

actuators

and validation. It should be noted that, in the absence of a sensor capable of measuring airspeed,

all manoeuvres described below were carried out against the wind. This restriction was imposed on

the pilot because of two reasons. First, to reduce variability between the flight tests. And second,

due to the better wind estimation results obtained during the simulation phase.
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Fig. 10: Estimated longitudinal aerodynamic coefficients with simulation of multiple

actuators

The flight plan provided to the pilot before beginning the experiments was:

1. Stable flight:

(a) Adjust ailerons and rudder and level wings.

(b) Set the motor load around 50%.
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(c) Adjust elevators until the altitude remained constant without touching the control stick.

2. Elevators up and down to create a positive plus negative step sequence.

3. Repeat step 1.

4. Ailerons side to side in the appropriate frequency to avoid extreme rotations. First in one

direction and then in the opposite direction.

5. Repeat step 1.

6. Tail rudder side to side. First in one direction and then in the opposite direction.

7. Repeat step 1.

8. Positive and negative steps in motor load. Sequence: 50%-100%-50%-0%-50%

9. Repeat the entire flight plan a second time.

Figure 11 and Fig. 12 show the evolution of the longitudinal and lateral variables during the

elevator and aileron excitation tests, respectively. As shown, when a longitudinal input is activated,

the remaining longitudinal variables are also activated, which finally produces variations in the

symmetrical aerodynamic coefficients. This same behavior can be observed for the asymmetrical

variables. All these variations can be collected and used to estimate the aerodynamic stability and

control derivatives. As a final remark, Fig. 11 and Fig. 12 show the values p̂ = b
2V0

p, q̂ = c̄
2V0

p,

r̂ = b
2V0

r, V̂ = 1
V0

∆Vair, and ˆ̇α = c̄
2V0

α̇. These are the values that multiply the stability and

control derivatives in the aerodynamic coefficient models and, therefore, the regressors used in the

identification procedure.

B. Wind Estimation Results

Separate step-input flight tests were performed to estimate the aerodynamic coefficient models.

No experiment was carried out in which multiple control surfaces were employed at the same time.

Thus, only lateral experiments were used in the wind estimation. For this reason, the information

obtained from those tests is used to correct the longitudinal experiments as well.
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Fig. 11: Flight Test. Longitudinal variables evolution in an elevators test

Table 5 shows the set of solutions that the multi-objective optimizer converges to during the

ailerons and rudder tests, respectively. Although wind direction and elevation vary slightly among

sets, similar winds are obtained for every experiment. A population density criterion has been

used in the final selection of one of the winds among all the solutions set. A sphere of radius

R = max {dij}/20 m/s around each solution has been placed for that purpose. The solution whose
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Fig. 12: Flight Test. Lateral variables evolution in an ailerons test

sphere contained the largest number of enclosed points was selected. That solution has been included

in the third column of Table 5.

After selection, the MSE was computed in a cross validation analysis. Fewer quadratic errors

were found for such validations than before correcting data. As an example, Fig. 13 shows the

identification and validation mean squared errors found for the coefficient Cn with two different

sets of data. Four groups of two bars are shown in Fig. 13. Given that there are two sets of data,

each bar in a group represents the model identified using one of those two sets. In particular, the
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Table 5: Wind estimation experimental results

Test type W mean
W standard
deviation Chosen W m/s

rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad

  m/s
rad
rad



Ailerons test 1


8.490372

−0.216576

5.437922




0.906376

0.211093

0.027067




8.283345

−0.056781

5.449877



Rudder test 1


9.811319

−1.041670

5.352327




1.789285

0.182896

0.105825




10.133260

−1.390814

5.992735



Ailerons test 2


8.133613

−1.071944

5.567295




0.443366

0.200113

0.033953




8.133613

−1.071944

5.567295



Rudder test 2


10.299536

−0.869243

5.465950




1.801400

0.168777

0.122687




11.454439

−1.249881

5.894774



striped bar always represents the error for the model identified with Set 1, and the dotted bar the

error for the model obtained with Set 2. Hence, the two groups on the right show the quadratic

error found in the identification and the cross validation before the data was corrected with wind

information. The two groups on the left give quadratic errors for identification and cross validation,

once wind information was incorporated. It can be observed that quadratic errors have been reduced

significantly (at least three times lower).

C. Identification Results

Once information about the wind acting during the flight tests is available, any airspeed-

dependent variable may be corrected. With all the experimental data corrected, the process of

finding the stability and control derivatives for each aerodynamic model began. Figure 14 and Fig.

15 show the Pareto fronts constituted by the possible models found by the algorithm for each aero-
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Fig. 13: Cn model mean squared errors: cross validation before and after wind

correction

dynamic coefficient (hexagonal stars front). As can be seen, the better an experiment is fitted by a

model, the more errors it obtains for a second test. This is why the person in charge of identifying

the aircraft model cannot be satisfied after just one test, but should use the model with data from

various experiments.

Moreover, testing experiments in a multi-objective optimization, instead of combining them in

a mono-objective minimization, gives the main following advantages:

• Optimizing objectives separately results in solutions that could not be reachable if other

optimization techniques are used (see Fig. 5).

• Using multi-objective optimization involves the selection of a solution among others, which

gives the designer the power to define the importance of each experiment a posteriori, basing

that definition on the requirements and the observed performance.
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• The resultant Pareto front shows how good the different models are for each experiment. Thus,

the designer may obtain an idea of how good the collected data is and so decide which are the

requirements that should be satisfied in the final model.

• Flight conditions do not depend on the previous experiment.

• Duration of the experiments is the minimum required. This improves reliability on the wind

estimation procedure.

• Metrics other than MSE can be used in the optimization.

• It is possible to add as many objectives as desired in the identification process. This means

that comparing tests of the same type (e.g. two aileron tests and two rudder tests) is also

possible, and this may prove to be a good practice for reducing variability.

For example, if the Cl coefficient is considered, it can be observed that the aileron tests produce

a much better approximation than the rudder tests (see Fig. 14). This fact, which can be deduced

from the mean squared error values, is also logical, since the ailerons introduce a moment about

the roll axis. In this case, the designer should probably prefer models that fit better this type of

experiment over models that do a better job with rudder tests.

With the intention of comparing solutions before and after wind correction, a second Pareto

front was added to Fig. 14 and Fig. 15(triangles front). This front is the result of evaluating the

Pareto set of solutions found by the MO algorithm when non-corrected flight data is used in the

identification. As an interesting observation, Fig. 14 and Fig.15 illustrate that each Pareto front

obtained with non-corrected flight data (dots front) is dominated by the corresponding Pareto front

obtained with corrected flight data (hexagonal stars front). This means that the MSE of every

model becomes smaller after correcting the flight data with the estimated wind.

The MOP ends with a multi-criteria decision making (MCDM) stage. In this case, a solution

among the Pareto set will give us the final model parameters for each aerodynamic coefficient.

Decision making is commonly a difficult task when many objectives and decision variables are

involved. It is widely accepted that visualization tools are valuable and provide a meaningful method

to analyze the Pareto front and take decisions [55]. Possibly the most common choices for Pareto
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front visualization and analysis are: scatter diagrams, parallel coordinates [56], and level diagrams

[57, 58]. In this work a level diagrams tool has been used to analyze Pareto fronts and Pareto sets

and to decide a particular model for each coefficient. The final decision was made by taking into

account the distance to the ideal solution, generated from the minimum values for each objective

in the calculated Pareto front. This distance is a widely used metric in MCDM because it correctly

represents the existing trade off among objectives. The squares on Fig. 14 are the selected models

for each of the lateral aerodynamic coefficients. Those models represent a compromise between a

situation in which the ailerons deflection is modified and a situation in which that modification is

suffered by the tail rudder. This fact can be checked in Fig. 16. The graph shows the approximation

given by the chosen model with validation data. Two more models from the Pareto set (circles on

Fig. 14) have also been included in Fig. 16 (edge model 1 and edge model 2). Those two models have

been named edge models here, and represent the best approximation in terms of MSE for the ailerons

and rudder experiments separately (see [24]). The chosen MO solution (dotted curve) represents a

good intermediate approximation in both situations. Finally, Table 6 presents validation results of

every identified aerodynamic coefficient. Longitudinal coefficients have been subjected to validation

data obtained in longitudinal experiments and, equally, lateral coefficients have been evaluated with

validation sets obtained in lateral experiments. MSE presents similar values in identification and

validation and so the identification may be taken as a success.

Table 6: Validation MSE

Aerodynamic
coefficient

Elevators
experiment

Motor
experiment

Ailerons
experiment

Rudder
experiment

CD 0.000507759 0.000663917 - -

CL 0.0058858 0.00145734 - -

CY - - 0.00166596 0.00122309

Cl - - 1.65789e− 05 3.40064e− 06

Cm 0.000326971 0.000167846 - -

Cn - - 3.21581e− 05 2.70232e− 05
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Fig. 14: MO Model Identification: control and stability derivatives for Lateral

Aerodynamic Models
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Fig. 15: MO Model Identification: control and stability derivatives for Longitudinal

Aerodynamic Models
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Fig. 16: Cl coefficient validation results

VII. Conclusions

A two-step identification technique for aerodynamic models of micro-air vehicles (MAV) in the

absence of air-data sensors is presented. In the first step, a multi-objective optimization procedure

is proposed to estimate wind during the flight experiments. A simulation environment that includes

a MAV model that can be subjected to constant and variable winds was used to confirm the esti-

mate process. Conditions in different flight tests in which one or more system inputs were excited

were simulated, and after acquiring any necessary data from the simulations, the wind estimation

technique was applied. Several conclusions can be extracted from these simulations. Firstly, under

ideal conditions, wind estimation is successfully achieved in any experiment. Secondly, it can be

concluded that only lateral experiments offer enough information to enable wind estimation under

realistic conditions. Aircraft orientation relative to the wind azimuth does not vary during lon-
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gitudinal experiments. Therefore, wind observability is significantly reduced. The same reason is

reflected in the improved performance detected during the aileron experiments when compared with

rudder experiments. Observability is improved when a wider range of orientation values are covered.

For this reason, mixed experiments, i.e., experiments that excite longitudinal and lateral variables

simultaneously, achieved better results for wind estimation. As shown in section VB, this type of

experiments can theoretically be used to estimate the wind and identify any of the aerodynamic

coefficient models. But this fact has only been checked on simulation.

The same wind estimation procedure was applied to real flight data for lateral experiments.

The obtained results infer that the wind was estimated and that the information obtained can

be used to correct airspeed dependent measurements. As a final remark, the authors want to

highlight that the estimation technique presented in this work is not intended to replace air-data

sensors (whenever available). However, in those cases when no information at all can be used,

a rough estimation of wind speed can significantly improve model quality. In addition, a similar

multi-objective optimization approach might also be employed when partial airspeed information is

available. That information could be incorporated in the optimization problem in order to improve

airspeed measurements.

In the second step of the methodology, multi-objective optimization is again proposed to take

advantage of the available flight data. The presented approach enables diverse experiments to be

utilized, so that adjusting model parameters becomes, in reality, a multi-objective problem. This

approach enabled us to obtain a compromise model that suited some flight situations without losing

much performance in others. Furthermore, the visualization of the model fitness for several trials

provides an idea of the quality of the obtained data and of the selected model structure. Although

mean squared error has been used here, using a heuristic optimizer also enables the use of other

performance indicators. For example, the mean absolute error is normally more meaningful to

engineers because it has the same magnitude as the variable being modeled.
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